SM-ARMBAND | Sports Armband Holder for Smartphones and Multimedia Devices

Package Contents:
(1) SM-ARMBAND - Sports armband with reflective safety strips for smartphones and multimedia devices.

Compatible with most smartphones, flip phones, MP3 and other devices with up to 3.7” screen size, including:

- Apple iPhone (all models) and iPod touch
- RIM BlackBerry Mobile Phones (all models)
- HTC Mobile Phones
- Motorola Mobile Phones (except Droid X)
- Nokia Mobile Phones
- Palm Mobile Phones
- LG Mobile Phones
- Samsung Mobile Phones
- Sony Ericsson Mobile Phones
- Sanyo Mobile Phones
- Pantech Mobile Phones
- Google Mobile Phones

All brand names and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.

Step 1. Insert your device into the armband pouch, ensuring that the top pouch lip goes over the device. A hole in the top lip can be used for headphones. There is a secondary pocket inside the pouch that can be used to hold credit cards, cash, driver’s license, and more.

Step 2. Adjust the armband strap to fit your arm.

Safety Precautions
Arkon is not responsible for any damages caused to your phone or device due to misuse of this product.